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Scope and Methodology
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Introduction

4

6
Key Programme Outcomes

18
Success Measures

• In considering how the MHHS Programme realises benefits, we started by looking at the benefits from the Ofgem Business 
Case and Final Impact Assessment [see Appendix] and identifying what the Programme will deliver to realise these benefits

• As set out in the Appendix, these benefits are generally expected to be realised by industry after the Programme has been 
successfully completed and the delivery of these benefits will need to be monitored after the Programme, which we expect to 
be the responsibility of Ofgem

• The Programme must deliver the outputs, capabilities and outcomes that enable these industry benefits to be 
realised, and therefore in this document we have focused on identifying when and how these Key Programme 
Outcomes will be delivered and monitored

• The LDP is responsible for the delivery, monitoring and reporting of Key Programme Outcomes
• The Programme Initiation Document (PID) sets out the framework and charter for the overall delivery of the Programme and 

includes the Key Programme Outcomes mapped to Success Criteria and Success Measures, as can be seen in the next 
slide.  The PID establishes 10 Control Points through the Programme to maintain focus on the successful delivery of Key 
Programme Outcomes

• The Benefits Realisation Plan approved in the Programme Steering Group in June 2022 built on Success Measures set out 
in the PID and agreed an additional measure resulting in 18 Success Measures as an agreed baseline. We have enhanced 
these measures, defined how we will demonstrate their achievement and established interim outcomes and monitoring to 
build confidence of their achievement through the lifetime of the programme. 

• The Programme has now established a Benefits Realisation Tracker to enable benefits to be managed to realisation on an 
ongoing basis.  There is an initiative from Control Point 1 to continue to embody benefits realisation into the ethos of the 
Programme and this will continue through Change Management.

• The measurement of consumer engagement in the Programme is reflected in successful ongoing consumer representation 
and input into the Programme through Citizens Advice.  Direct monitoring of consumer satisfaction is outside the scope of 
the Programme as an Ofgem responsibility

• This plan and the associated tracker will evolve as the Programme progresses and will be subject to iterative development

Context, Background and Scope



PID Deliverables, Outcomes, Capabilities & Benefits – How the Programme enables benefits and measures Programme success

Key Programme Outputs 
(Deliverables) & Capabilities

Physical Design Code Changes

Data Integration 
Platform

Event-driven 
architecture

Tested changes to 
Central Party 

Systems
Tested changes to 

the DTN

Tested TOM Data & 
Metering Services All MPANs migrated

Services to support 
new Settlement 

Timetable
Decommissioned 
legacy capabilities

Delivered to time, cost, quality

Migrated to MHHS by Oct 2025

Reduced cost / improved accuracy of
settlement delivery

Improved experience for BSC parties

More cost effective & efficient service

Stakeholders engaged & satisfied

Key Programme OutcomesSuccess CriteriaSuccess Measures
(to be further quantified)

• Business case met
• Schedule met
• Design requirements appropriate / met

• Design proven to central parties and a 
critical number of industry parties

• No business disruption
• All parties have adopted cutover

• Reduced costs of systems’ future 
changes

• Modifications to the Balancing and 
Settlement Code implemented

• Generators & Suppliers able to resolve 
financial uncertainty quicker

• All market participants confident to 
operate within new model, supported by 
the Kinnect platform

• New market model in place
• Platform to enable innovation in energy 

service and business models
• Reduced cost to serve

• Parties feel represented & included
• Citizens Advice successfully engaged to 

provide input to represent consumers
• Industry-led delivery model proven to be 

better

1. Delivered within Programme budget
2. Ofgem escalations, and material IPA & 

Elexon SRO raised items resolved
3. Level 1 milestones met
4. No major Hypercare issues without 

agreed work-off plans
5. Programme outcomes met with low 

variance in costs or timing

6. MPANs moved, disincentives & 
contingencies in place for non-moved 
MPANs

7. Settlement figures reconcile
8. No adverse impact on Industry Codes

9. Legacy systems decommissioned             
10. Reduced no. of settlement runs
11. Reduced industry costs
12. Increased financial certainty for parties

13. Earlier financial certainty and reduced 
settlement risk from earlier final 
reconciliation at 4 months rather than 
14 months

14. Clear and efficient qualification 
process

15. New market services, new tariff 
offerings, new entrant agents

16. Elexon PAB approve use of new 
settlement timetable and settlement 
run-off plan

17. Positive periodic surveys and results of 
bilateral meetings, including Citizens 
Advice

18. Design captured coherently and 
accurately in accordance with the TOM 
and tested

B
en
ef
its
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Programme Benefits Realisation Methodology & Control Point 1 Findings

6

Actions since the approval of the Benefits Realisation Plan (Jun-22)
• We have reflected the 18th Success Measure within the PID slide, following its approval as part of the Benefits Realisation Plan
• We have taken the Benefits Realisation Plan and used this as the basis for the newly developed Benefits Realisation Tracker. We developed this tracker with the aim of 

taking activities from the plan and bring into Programme, as part of our day-to-day activities. From Control Point 1 we have taken action to embody programme outcomes 
into the ethos of the Programme team (to be progressed with the Programme Change Manager)

• The Benefits Realisation Plan has been updated to reflect any adaptations within the tracker
• We updated the Programme PMO tools and processes, such as RAID items and the change control form. These documents now explicitly reference the impact on 

Programme Outcomes and associated Success Measures. The change request form will be updated to reference the Benefits Realisation documents, once published

Key Findings from Control Point 1 (Nov-22)
We successfully navigated Control Point 1 (CP1) assessments, obtaining an exemplar rating due to clear mapping of benefits from delivery outputs, Programme outcomes and 
success criteria (KPIs) through to those benefits to be realised by industry. Agreed upon next steps were as follows:
• Baseline the Benefits Realisation Tracker as planned – Approved by SRO & baselined on 13-Jan-23
• Include success measures in internal Product Descriptions – action to review within the Programme
• Build outcomes culture - socialise outcomes / KPIs across MHHS team and integrate them into ways of working – action in progress with Programme Change Manager
• Confirm acceptance criteria for Level 1 milestones – action to define within the Programme, starting with Milestone 6
• Update and re-publish Benefits Realisation Plan to incorporate recent iterations – updated in this version published with Programme Steering Group papers



Quantifying Achievement of Success Measures (1 of 4) 
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Key Programme 
Outcome Success Measure Quantified Achievement of Success Measure Final Measurement Interim Monitoring

Delivered to time, 
cost, quality

1. Delivered within 
programme budget

• Final programme exit approved with expenditure within agreed tolerance
• Focus on delivering to cost End of M16

• Fortnightly financial reporting, quantitively monitoring actual spend vs 
budget for the LDP (PMO)

• •Financial Dashboard reporting to PSG on a monthly basis (Elexon 
SRO/IM)

• •Monthly financial reporting to the Elexon Board (Elexon SRO/IM)

2. Ofgem escalations, 
and material IPA and 
Elexon SRO raised 
items resolved

• No unresolved material issues raised from Elexon SRO/IM to LDP 
• No unresolved Ofgem escalations (material changes to TOM, >3 month delay, 

£5m individual cost variance or £20m cumulative cost variance)
• No unresolved material issues raised from IPA to LDP
• Focus on delivering to quality

End of M16

• All material issues from the Elexon SRO/IM addressed – criterion applies 
at all milestones

• Create a log of all material issues from the Elexon SRO/IM, Ofgem, IPA
• PMO to report weekly on the status of material Elexon SRO raised items

Quality reporting:
• Weekly catch-ups between a) LDP & IPA, plus b) LDP & SRO
• Continuous improvement log in place
• Quality health checks to support 2nd line of assurance (both periodic & 

ad-hoc)
• Tracking of IPA work package actions is in place

3. Level 1 milestones 
met

• 100% of level 1 milestones met with all outcomes / acceptance criteria met and 
deliverables approved

• Focus on delivering to time and quality
End of M16

Ensure:
1. All L1 milestones have acceptance criteria defined
2. All acceptance criteria have owners
3. We are clear on how to evidence meeting acceptance criteria
4. Reporting in place for the status of acceptance criteria

• PMO reports weekly on the status of every outcome and deliverable from 
Schedule 2 of the MSA for upcoming milestone(s), and any activities 
outstanding from previous milestone(s)

• In line with Schedule 2 of the MSA, control points are in place to provide 
health indicator checks on critical areas of the programme

Quality reporting:
• Weekly catch-ups between a) LDP & IPA, plus b) LDP & SRO
• Continuous improvement log in place
• Quality health checks to support 2nd line of assurance (both periodic & 

ad-hoc)



Quantifying Achievement of Success Measures (2 of 4) 
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Key Programme 
Outcome Success Measure Quantified Achievement of Success Measure Final Measurement Interim Monitoring

Delivered to time, 
cost, quality (cont.)

4. No major 
Hypercare issues 
without agreed work-
off plans

• No ‘Severity 1’ and ‘Severity 2’ hypercare incidents outstanding at the end of the 
programme without agreed work-off plans, with any other outstanding defects 
within agreed exit criteria defect mask limits

• Focus on delivering to quality

End of M16

• •E2E Test Strategy includes entry and exit criteria principles
• •Test approach and plans to include explicit defect mask limits or  similar 

principles for each stage of testing
• •Test Completion Reports to report within defined defect mask limits
• •Note that these interim monitoring activities will be used as supporting 

activities to build confidence throughout the programme, rather than 
directly measuring hypercare

5. Programme 
outcomes met with 
low variance in costs 
or timing

• Final programme exit approved with cost and timing within agreed tolerance End of M16 • In line with Schedule 2 of the MSA, control points are in place to provide 
health indicator checks on critical areas of the programme

Migrated to MHHS 
by Oct 2025

6. MPANs moved, 
disincentives & 
contingencies in place 
for non-moved 
MPANs

• 100% of meter points migrated in line with the Migration Strategy and exit criteria 
from programme phases

• All meter points migrated and operating under the new arrangements (existing 
programme outcome)

M15

• Migration Strategy, Approach and Plan to outline the criteria for successful 
completion of migration activities with disincentives and contingencies

• Successful completion of Migration Testing to exit criteria (including any 
Migration Testing in qualification)

7. Settlement figures 
reconcile

• No material issues exist within Settlement reconciliation (part of existing 
programme outcome)

M16
• Approach to testing settlement accuracy included in Testing and Migration 

Strategies, and affected approaches and plans to ensure exit criteria 
appropriately defined (e.g., from parallel running)

8. No adverse impact 
on Industry Codes

• No material Code defects at programme exit and all outstanding changes 
captured in Code Modifications or Change Requests End of M16

• Monitoring against plan for Code delivery (as per CR003 or re-plan output)
• Any material issues to be raised into RAID for monitoring and resolution
• Any potential change to be raised into enduring change management 

process
• Approval of Code Changes at M6 and implementation at M8

Reduced cost / 
improved accuracy 
of settlement 
delivery

9. Legacy systems 
decommissioned

• Plan in place and agreed with Elexon to manage Settlement run-off arrangements 
(existing programme outcome) M16 • Timing of decommissioning of legacy systems to be a key criterion for 

approval of Settlement run-off arrangements

10. Reduced no. of 
settlement runs

• Following post implementation, new Settlement timetable working with no material 
issues – criteria to be defined by BSC PAB

End of M16
• Design milestone (M5) approved on time to cost and quality
• Test Completion Reports to report design defects within defined limits 

(zero ‘Severity 1’ and ‘Severity 2’ design defects)



Quantifying Achievement of Success Measures (3 of 4) 
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Key Programme 
Outcome Success Measure Quantified Achievement of Success Measure Final Measurement Interim Monitoring

Reduced cost / 
improved accuracy 
of settlement 
delivery (cont.)

11. Reduced industry 
costs

• Implementation programme benefits realisation process in place (we cannot 
quantify this within the programme, but we can set the framework for measuring it 
post-programme)

M16 • No interim monitoring activities

12. Increased 
financial certainty for 
parties

• Following post implementation, new Settlement timetable working with no material 
issues – criteria to be defined by BSC PAB

End of M16

Design needs to support new Settlement Timetable
• Code drafting planned activities and scope includes new Settlement 

Timetable explicitly
• Approach to testing new Settlement Timetable to be included in Testing 

and Migration Strategies, and affected approaches and plans to ensure 
exit criteria appropriately defined

• Design milestone (M5) approved on time to cost and quality
• Test Completion Reports to report design defects within defined limits 

(zero ‘Severity 1’ and ‘Severity 2’ design defects)

Improved 
experience for 
BSC parties 

13. Earlier financial 
certainty and reduced 
settlement risk from 
earlier final 
reconciliation at 4 
months rather than 14 
months

• Following post implementation, new Settlement timetable working with no material 
issues – criteria to be defined by BSC PAB

End of M16

• Design needs to support new Settlement Timetable
• Code drafting planned activities and scope includes new Settlement 

Timetable explicitly
• Approach to testing new Settlement Timetable to be included in Testing 

and Migration Strategies, and affected approaches and plans to ensure 
exit criteria appropriately defined

• Design milestone (M5) approved on time to cost and quality
• Test Completion Reports to report design defects within defined limits 

(zero ‘Severity 1’ and ‘Severity 2’ design defects)

14. Clear and efficient 
qualification process

• All MHHS Participants’ Central Parties, Large Suppliers and at least 80% of other 
relevant MHHS Participants have successfully completed qualification testing, and 
any residual non-conformant Parties have been appropriately escalated in line 
with the MHHS Governance Framework (SI)

End of M14
• Gain confidence in the structure through approval of E2E Testing & 

Integration Strategy and Qualification Test Approach & Plan
• Approval of Code Changes at M6 and implementation at M8

More cost effective 
& efficient service

15. New market 
services, new tariff 
offerings, new entrant 
agents

• Implementation programme benefits realisation process in place (we can’t 
quantify this within the programme, but can set the framework for measuring it 
post-programme)

M16 • No interim monitoring activities

16. Elexon PAB 
approve use of new 
settlement timetable 
and settlement run-off 
plan

• PAB approved use of new settlement timetable 
• Plan in place and agreed with Elexon to manage Settlement run-off arrangements 

(existing programme outcome)
M16 • Suggest agreement of reporting format in advance, and populating and 

monitoring against target outcome in advance



Quantifying Achievement of Success Measures (4 of 4) 
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Key Programme 
Outcome Success Measure Quantified Achievement of Success Measure Final Measurement Interim Monitoring

Stakeholders 
engaged & 
satisfied

17. Positive periodic 
surveys and results of 
bilateral meetings, 
including Citizens 
Advice

• IPA acceptance that the programme has taken reasonable endeavours to engage 
with programme parties, including Citizens Advice M16

• Interim milestones contain an assessment of no outstanding IPA issues (as 
per Success Measure 2)

• Continuous reporting from PPC on stakeholder engagement
• To consider later metrics to monitor against beyond existing PPC 

outcomes (e.g., surveys) and to ensure measure of Citizens Advice input 
included (not just attendance at meetings)

Design captured 
coherently and 
accurately in 
accordance with 
the TOM and 
tested

18. Design captured 
coherently and 
accurately in 
accordance with the 
TOM and tested

• No ‘Severity 1’ and ‘Severity 2’ hypercare incidents outstanding at the end of the 
programme without agreed work-off plans, with any other outstanding defects 
within agreed exit criteria defect mask limits

• No outstanding elements of the TOM undelivered (i.e. technical debt) unless 
outside the control of the Programme and with an Ofgem approved plan for 
resolution

M16

• Design milestone (M5) approved on time to cost and quality
• Agreed process for enduring change
• Proactive monitoring of consequential change
• Test Completion Reports to report design defects within defined limits 

(zero ‘Severity 1’ and ‘Severity 2’ design defects)

Interim Monitoring Key:

Italics – Future monitoring activities to be implemented



Benefits Realisation Tracker
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Benefits Realisation Tracker

12

Following the approval of the Benefits Realisation Plan at PSG, the MHHS Programme have adapted the plan into a Benefits Realisation Tracker. This builds upon the 
baselined plan and splits out each key programme outcome in order to accurately assign tracking measures. Additional columns have been included within the tracker to 
address the following areas of consideration;

• Next action
• Basis for measurement
• Tracking measurement status
• Next measurement date
• Overall status
• RASCI – this section of the tracker incorporates a responsibility assignment matrix, which includes the LDP (CPT, PMO, PPC or SI teams), Elexon (SRO, IM or Elexon 

itself) and Ofgem

The Benefits Realisation Tracker will exist as a living document, meaning that there will be frequent iterations in line with discussions between the LDP & SRO. The next 
iteration will include reference to the products and deliverables under each milestone as is relevant to each of the Programme outcomes. It will also consider the milestone 
dates upon approval of the Programme replan.

Please see example extract from the Benefits Realisation Tracker included below.

CPT PMO PPC SI Elexon / SRO / IM Ofgem

1
Delivered to time, 
cost, quality

1. Delivered within 
programme budget

1.1
Final programme exit approved 
with expenditure within agreed 
tolerance

M16

•Fortnightly financial reporting, quantitively monitoring actual spend v. 
budget for the LDP (PMO)
•Financial Dashboard reporting to PSG on a monthly basis (Elexon SRO/IM)
•Monthly financial reporting to the Elexon Board (Elexon SRO/IM)

•No action required, covered with existing 
monitoring, reporting and controls in place

Fortnightly / 
monthly

Complete: 
procedures in 

place
Control Point 2

On track to 
achieve outcome

S (LDP costs) R (LDP costs) C C R / A  I

1
Delivered to time, 
cost, quality

1. Delivered within 
programme budget

1.2 Focus on delivering to cost M16

•Fortnightly financial reporting, quantitively monitoring actual spend v. 
budget for the LDP (PMO)
•Financial Dashboard reporting to PSG on a monthly basis (Elexon SRO/IM)
•Monthly financial reporting to the Elexon Board (Elexon SRO/IM)

•No action required, covered with existing 
monitoring, reporting and controls in place

Fortnightly / 
monthly

Complete: 
procedures in 

place
Control Point 2

On track to 
achieve outcome

S (LDP costs) R (LDP costs) C C R / A  I

Ref
RASCI

Next action (if appropriate):
Tracking 

Measurement 
Status

Interim Monitoring Overall StatusQuantified Achievement of 
Success Measure Success MeasureKey Programme 

Outcome
Basis for 

Measurement

Next 
Measurement 

Date
Milestone



Roadmap of Programme 
Outcomes, Deliverables and 
Monitoring Activities
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Roadmap of Programme Outcomes, Deliverables and Monitoring Activities (1 of 11)

Milestone

Success 
measure

1. Delivered within 
programme budget

2. Ofgem escalations, and 
material IPA and Elexon 
SRO raised items 
resolved

3. Level 1 milestones met

14

M5

M6

M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12

M13

M14 M15 M16

Following post implementation support, the new settlement timetable has 
been shown to be working effectively with no material issues (SI)

PMO reports fortnightly on LDP costs. 10% retention payment on completion of each milestone. 

Residual risks owned and proactively managed to minimize the number 
of risks for handover as the Programme moves to BAU operations (PMO)

All material issues from the Elexon SRO/IM, Ofgem and IAP addressed (CPT) – applies at all milestones

PMO reports weekly on any material risks and issues – consider explicit section for Ofgem escalations/IPA items in weekly reporting  

Elexon SRO/IM reports monthly on programme costs to the Elexon Board, which drives Financial Dashboard reporting to PSG 

M5+

M5

M6

M9 M10 M11 M12

M13

M14 M15 M16

All Schedule 2 (MSA)  Deliverables and 
Programme Outcomes achieved for all milestones

Following post implementation support, the new settlement timetable has 
been shown to be working effectively with no material issues (SI)

PMO  reports weekly on the status of every outcome and deliverable from Schedule 2 of the MSA for upcoming milestone(s), and any activities outstanding from previous milestone(s) 

Any non-compliance (actual) is identified for all outcomes, and a respective action or mitigation plan is agreed with the Elexon SRO/IM (CPT)

Milestone readiness assessments are conducted, and a Milestone readiness report is produced and provided to the Elexon SRO/IM (in accordance with requirements agreed with Elexon SRO/IM) in advance of decision on Programme progress (PPC)

Key:
Orange hexagon – Key programme milestones
Purple diamond – Final Programme Outcome
Green diamond – Interim Programme Outcome / Deliverable
Red chevron  – Measurement / monitoring activities and KPIs

M7 M5+ M8

The dates previously outlined in the Benefits Realisation Plan have been removed from the following timeline slides, on the basis that these will need to be tied to the re-plan 
timeline. We will capture both the dates and products within the next iteration of the benefits realisation tracker (as this will be the ongoing means for the Programme to manage 
benefits realisation and avoids maintaining 2 views that could become misaligned) following approval of the programme re-plan. 



Roadmap of Programme Outcomes, Deliverables and Monitoring Activities (2 of 11)

Milestone

Success 
measure

4. No major Hypercare 
issues without agreed 
work-off plans

5. Programme 
outcomes met with low 
variance in costs or 
timing

M5

M6

M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12

M13

M14 M15 M16M5+

Entry and Exit Criteria for previous milestones and final Programme Outcome should include limits on defects and assurance on quality

Following post implementation support, the new settlement timetable has 
been shown to be working effectively with no material issues (SI)

Incident, Problem, Change and Release 
processes agreed with PSG (SI)

Live/production service 
management model in place (SI)

Following M15, a period of stable operation 
completed prior to the timetable being enabled

Requirements, outcomes and deliverables for Hypercare 
period/services agree with Elexon (at Elexon’s request) (CPT)

Operating model gap review 
with recommendations (PMO)

Placeholder for potential hypercare 
activities/deliverables (From M12?) (SI)

E2E Integration 
& Test Strategy

Defect Resolution 
Group stood up (SI)

Industry Integration Test 
Completion Report (SI)

E2E Test Completion 
Report (SI)

Migration Test 
Completion Report (SI)

Security Test 
Completion Report (SI)

Operational Test 
Completion Report (SI)

Qualification Test 
Completion Report (SI)

Following post implementation support, the new settlement timetable has 
been shown to be working effectively with no material issues (SI)

Initial detailed programme approach 
signed off by Elexon SRO/IM (PMO)

A list of approved system changes identified, impact 
assessed, and relevant activity scheduled (SI)

Change control process to manage change to design, plans and other 
baseline programme artefacts during DBT agreed (SI – Design & PMO)

Product descriptions for 
key deliverables (SI)

SI Quality 
Assurance Plan (SI)

Implementation plan to be 
developed and executed by SI (SI)

Control point 3 
report (PMO)

Control point 4 
report (PMO)

Control point completion 
and exception reporting (SI)

Quarterly Assurance 
Report (CPT)

Control point 
2 report (CPT)

Plan in place showing key 
activities, risks and progress (PMO)

Control point 1 
report (PMO)



Roadmap of Programme Outcomes, Deliverables and Monitoring Activities (3 of 11)

Milestone

Success 
measure

5. Programme 
outcomes met with low 
variance in costs or 
timing

6. MPANs moved, 
disincentives & 
contingencies in place 
for non-moved MPANs

16

M5

M6

M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12

M13

M14 M15 M16M5+

All meter points migrated and 
operating under the new arrangements

Change of measurement class activity for all Advanced Current 
Transformer and Unmetered meter points complete (SI)

Programme participants’ cutover 
and migration plans accepted (PPC)

Migration, Cutover & 
Data Strategy (SI)

Migration Testing 
Approach & Plan (SI)

Migration Test 
Completion Report (SI)

Plan agreed detailing migration windows for participants’ meter points 
and implementation plan agreed for associated system changes (SI)

Re-plan delivered and agreed with 
participants, Elexon and Ofgem (CPT)

Sufficient interim milestones in place to measure participants’ 
readiness for PIT exit to protect SIT start date (SI)

Implementation 
Plan (SI)

Control point completion 
and exception reporting (SI)

Existing Central Parties plans show appropriate 
consideration of consequential change activity (SI)

Re-baselined plan 
agreed (PMO)

Plan re-baseline issued 
for consultation (CPT)

Formal approval of ‘Overall 
Delivery Approach’ (CPT)

Control point 5 
report (CPT)

Programme lessons 
learned (PMO)

Programme closure 
report (PMO)

Post implementation 
review (PMO)

Control point 
6 report (CPT)

PMO reports fortnightly on LDP costs. 10% retention payment on completion of each milestone

LDP weekly progress reporting

PMO reporting against Programme Plan to an activity level- control points and closure activities including PIR and lessons learned

Elexon SRO/IM reports monthly on programme costs to the Elexon Board, which drives Financial Dashboard reporting to PSG 



Roadmap of Programme Outcomes, Deliverables and Monitoring Activities (4 of 11)

Milestone

Success 
measure

6. MPANs moved, 
disincentives & 
contingencies in place 
for non-moved MPANs

M5

M6

M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12

M13

M14 M15 M16M5+

Confirmation that Data Cleanse 
and tagging complete (SI)

Confirmation that CT Meters migrated to 
existing HH settlement arrangements (SI)

Confirmation that all NHH unmetered supplies/MPANs 
migrated to HH settlement arrangements (SI)

Timely viable transition plan for UMS/Advanced meter points 
for all participants, including specific control points (SI)

Plan agreed detailing migration windows for participants’ meter points 
and implementation plan agreed for associated system changes (SI)

Confirmation that new data items 
populated into registration systems (SI)

Confirmation that Provisional 
‘Tag’ to be applied to MPANs (SI)

Confirmation that Provisional 
‘Tag’ to be applied to MPANs (SI)

Confirmation that all NHH unmetered supplies/MPANs 
migrated to HH settlement arrangements (SI)

Timely viable transition plan for smart/non-smart meter points 
for all participants, including specific control points (SI)

Meter point transition plans 
for all PPs agreed (SI)

Confirmation that Data Cleanse 
and tagging complete (SI)

Successfully execute migration 
testing to criteria (in TCR)

Monitoring of the migration process. Method to be outlined in 
migration, cutover and data strategy

Ensure migration 
strategy is robust, and 

includes monitoring and 
exit/entry criteria 17

Data migration 
is on track (SI)

Confirmation that new data items 
populated into registration systems (SI)

One way gate migration 
progress review (PPC)



Roadmap of Programme Outcomes, Deliverables and Monitoring Activities (5 of 11)

Milestone

Success 
measure

7. Settlement figures 
reconcile

8. No adverse impact on 
Industry Codes

18

M5

M6

M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12

M13

M14 M15 M16M5+

No material issues exist including 
Settlement reconciliation (SI)

Approach to testing settlement accuracy included in Testing 
and Migration Strategies, Approaches and Plans Monitor the achievement of test phases

Successful milestone entry and exit

E2E Integration 
& Test Strategy

Migration, Cutover & 
Data Strategy (SI)

Migration Testing 
Approach & Plan (SI)

Following post implementation support, the new settlement timetable has 
been shown to be working effectively with no material issues (SI)

Ensure the industry has collectively developed the code changes that reflect the new system 
designs, business processes and TOM with Affected Code Bodies (Elexon SRO / IM)

Make recommendations for changes to industry codes and subsidiary 
documents to the CCAG to enable the TOM (Elexon SRO / IM)

Ensure all the draft text for all industry code modifications is ready to be sent to Affected 
Code Bodies and Ofgem to go through the code change processes (Elexon SRO / IM)

Ensure each Affected Code Body has named resources lined up 
for changes and a plan in place to link to M8 (Elexon SRO / IM)

Impacted code bodies resources available and plans agreed to draft 
changes following completion of design (Elexon SRO/IM & SI)

Core systems qualified by 
appropriate code body (SI)

Change control process to manage change to design, plans and other 
baseline programme artefacts during DBT agreed (SI – Design & PMO)

Issues identified by responses to Industry Code development 
and consultation processes are actioned appropriately

Report on code change 
views/recommendations (SI – Design)

Impacted code bodies resources available and plans agreed 
to administer changes through update process (CPT)



Milestone

Success 
measure

8. No adverse impact on 
Industry Codes

Roadmap of Programme Outcomes, Deliverables and Monitoring Activities (6 of 11)
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M5

M6

M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12

M13

M14 M15 M16M5+

Confirm all identified changes to licenses 
have been made (Elexon SRO / IM)

Confirm all required code changes have been 
approved and are in effect (Elexon SRO / IM)

Plan in place to manage subsequent 
code modifications (SI – Design)

BSC, REC, CUSC, Grid Code and SEC updates communicated to all participants with 
respect to new settlement arrangements and reflect the baseline design (SI – Design)

Supporting Ofgem to enable the 
Smart Meters Act powers if required

Draft code changes delivered to all impacted code management 
bodies, following approval by programme governance (CPT)

Ensure Code Body input 
to approval of M5

Robust plan to develop and approve 
code changes and approval of M6

Ensure there are processes to capture Code issues and raise Code change through later Programme phases

Monitor & report Code Body delivery of Code 
Changes through to M8

Monitor and report Code Body input 
to level 4 Design Working Groups

Code changes 
enacted (PMO)



Milestone

Success 
Measure

9. Legacy systems 
decommissioned

10. Reduced no. of 
settlement runs
12. Increased financial 
certainty for parties
13. Earlier financial 
certainty and reduced 
settlement risk from 
earlier final reconciliation 
at 4 months rather than 
14 months

14. Clear and efficient 
qualification process

Roadmap of Programme Outcomes, Deliverables and Monitoring Activities (7 of 11)
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M5

M6

M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12

M13

M14 M15 M16M5+

Plan in place and agreed with Elexon to 
manage Settlement run-off arrangements (SI)

One-way gate arrangements in place to ensure participants cannot 
revert to previous settlement arrangements once migrated (SI)

Ensure that the pace of settlement system decommissioning 
is a key criterion in setting the run-off arrangements

Following post implementation new Settlement 
timetable working with no material issues (SI), 

criteria to be defined by BSC PAB

The migration period has been completed 
successfully according to the exit criteria (SI)

Change governance transferred 
to Elexon BAU operations (CPT)

Design baseline supported and 
assured by LDP (SI – Design)

Ensure the Baselined Design is true to the TOM and reduces 
the number of Settlement Runs in the Settlement Timetable

Testing that the Baselined Design is true to the TOM and reduces the number of Settlement Runs in the Settlement Timetable through different phases of testing and the cutover to the new Settlement 
Timetable 

Success Measures 10, 12 and 13 have the same Final Programme Outcome, and Interim Programme Outcomes and Deliverables because they are all associated with 
implementing the new Settlement Timetable

All MHHS Participants’ Central Parties, Large 
Suppliers and at least 80% of other relevant 

MHHS Participants have successfully 
completed qualification testing, and any 

residual non-conformant Parties have been 
appropriately escalated in line with the MHHS 

Governance Framework (SI)

Draft code changes delivered to all impacted code management 
bodies, following approval by programme governance (CPT)

Code changes 
enacted (PMO)

E2E Integration 
& Test Strategy

Qualification Testing 
Approach & Plan (SI)

Monitor & report Code Body delivery of Code 
Changes through to M8

Test Completion 
Reports (SI)



Roadmap of Programme Outcomes, Deliverables and Monitoring Activities (8 of 11)

Milestone

Success 
measure

11. Reduced industry 
costs
15. New market 
services, new tariff 
offerings, new entrant 
agents

16. Elexon PAB 
approve use of new 
settlement timetable 
and settlement run-off 
plan

17. Positive periodic 
surveys and results of 
bilateral meetings, 
including Citizens 
Advice
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M5

M6

M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12

M13

M14 M15 M16M5+

Implementation programme benefits 
realisation process in place

Successful delivery of the outcomes and deliverables for the benefits realisation framework

Benefit realisation 
report (PMO)

Following post implementation support, the new settlement timetable has 
been shown to be working effectively with no material issues (SI)

All Central Parties, Large Suppliers and Supplier Agents, and at least 70% 
of other Programme participants have completed qualification testing (SI)

Tracking in place for 
all suppliers (PPC)

All Central Parties and Large Suppliers, and at least 80% of other 
Programme participants ready to commence migration (PPC)

Specific participants engaged for 
Project Plan rebaselining (PPC)

All participants briefed and educated on the design and potential residual 
issues and given the opportunity to input into the process (SI – Design)

100% of Central Parties and Large Suppliers, at least 60% of Medium Suppliers and as many other 
participants as possible to confirm their acceptance and suitability of the design (SI – Design)

100% of Central Parties and Large Suppliers, at least 60% of Medium Suppliers and as many other 
participants as possible to confirm that credible mobilisation plans are in place (PPC)

Constituency-based engagement and consultation with reasonable 
endeavours to engage 100% of Programme participants (PPC)

Data Exchange Service provider 
engagement plan agreed

Readiness Assessment 
Report 6 (PPC)

Readiness Assessment 
Report 7 (PPC)

100% Programme participant mobilisation survey showing that most respondents 
have a favourable view of engagement and preparation activity (PPC)

Readiness Assessment 
Report 8 (PPC)

Plan in place and agreed with Elexon to 
manage Settlement run-off arrangements (SI)

Consider sign off of Programme Outcome 
in M16 including PAB approval. 

Reporting to PAB on the conditions 
required to execute this through M15-M16



Roadmap of Programme Outcomes, Deliverables and Monitoring Activities (9 of 11)

Milestone

Success 
measure

17. Positive periodic 
surveys and results of 
bilateral meetings, 
including Citizens Advice

M5

M6

M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12

M13

M14 M15 M16M5+

100% of Central Parties plans 
are on track and credible (PPC)

Design material produced to support participant 
design assurance and engagement (SI - Design)

Delivered Programme participants launch 
event within 1 month of M4 completing (PPC)

Readiness Assessment 
Framework (PPC)

Readiness Assessment 
Report 1 (PPC)

Readiness Assessment 
Report 2 (PPC)

Readiness pro-forma: Survey & readiness 
criteria for industry population (PPC)

All participant readiness assessments on track and any 
behind schedule have been appropriately escalated (PPC)

Readiness Assessment 
Report 9 (PPC)

Readiness Assessment 
Report 10 (PPC)

Readiness Assessment Report 3 – To include compelling evidence of full PIT completion including 
full system build, exception reports, exception plans, and environment and data readiness (PPC)

Readiness Assessment 
Report 4 (PPC)

Readiness Assessment 
Report 5 (PPC)

Agent pre-qualification progress monitoring: 
Summary reporting of participant progress (PPC)

Supplier pre-qualification progress monitoring: 
Summary reporting of participant progress (PPC)

Weekly reporting of PPC engagement

Successful achievement of interim PPC metrics
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Roadmap of Programme Outcomes, Deliverables and Monitoring Activities (10 of 11)

Milestone

18. Design captured 
coherently and accurately 
in accordance with the 
TOM and tested
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M5

M6

M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12

M13

M14 M15 M16M5+

Physical design baseline 
accepted (SI – Design)

Following post implementation support, the new settlement timetable has 
been shown to be working effectively with no material issues (SI)

Incident, Problem, Change and Release 
processes agreed with PSG (SI)

Live/production service 
management model in place (SI)

All participants briefed and educated on the design and potential residual 
issues and given the opportunity to input into the process (SI – Design)

100% of Central Parties and Large Suppliers, at least 60% of Medium Suppliers and as many other 
participants as possible to confirm their acceptance and suitability of the design (SI – Design)

Industry Integration Testing Approach and Plan – approach and 
plan for infrastructure, central systems, and early adopters (SI)

Following M15, a period of stable operation 
completed prior to the timetable being enabled

Requirements, outcomes and deliverables for Hypercare 
period/services agree with Elexon (at Elexon’s request) (CPT)

Operating model gap review 
with recommendations (PMO)

Placeholder for potential hypercare 
activities/deliverables (From M12?) (SI)

Detailed design review and 
assurance report (SI – Design)

Design assurance 
report (SI – Design)

Data Working Group established 
and convened (SI – Design)

Data assessment 
report (SI – Design)

Security Working Group 
established and convened (SI)

Requirement 
Traceability Matrix (SI)

Artefact Catalogue 
& RACI (PMO)

Industry Integration Test 
Completion Report (SI)

E2E Testing Approach 
and Plan (SI)

Migration Testing 
Approach & Plan (SI)

NF Test Approach 
& Plan (SI)

Operational Testing 
Approach & Plan (SI)

Qualification Testing 
Approach & Plan (SI)

SI understands design (knowledge sharing 
from Elexon to LDP) (Elexon SRO/IM)

Design Review – State of 
the Nation (SI – Design)

Design Review – Gaps in 
Current Design (SI – Design)

Design Review – Design Quality 
Dashboard (SI – Design)

E2E Test Completion 
Report (SI)

Migration Test 
Completion Report (SI)

Security Test 
Completion Report (SI)

Operational Test 
Completion Report (SI)

Qualification Test 
Completion Report (SI)
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Milestone

Success 
measure

18. Design captured 
coherently and accurately 
in accordance with the 
TOM and tested
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M5

M6

M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12

M13

M14 M15 M16M5+

Requirements Baseline – user, NFR, technical, comms 
network, service management (Elexon SRO/IM)

Logical Database Design and 
System Data Model (SI – Design)

Design tool populated with requirements 
and relevant models (SI – Design)

Data plan for industry 
wide testing (SI)



Post-Programme Success Measures
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• Success Measure 11, ‘Reduced industry costs’, has been included in the roadmap alongside Success Measure 15, ‘New market services, new 
tariff offerings, new entrant agents’. However, given the nature of this Success Measure, its achievement will need to be monitored against the 
Ofgem Business Case and Final Impact Assessment post-programme, and therefore it has been added to the map of industry benefits [see 
Appendix]

• Ongoing action: To be reviewed and handed over to Ofgem for monitoring and delivery



Next Steps for Defining and 
Managing Programme 
Success
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Next Steps for Defining and Managing Programme Success
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The following steps are already laid out in the PID and provide the mechanism for managing successful achievement of Programme Outcomes:
• A periodic Programme Strategy Review will be conducted:

o To happen at each identified Control Point (as a minimum and successfully delivered at Control Point 1)
o Will be chaired by MHHS SRO function (Programme Director)
o To include the IPA and the results of the review will be reported to Ofgem and the PSG
o Will include a full review of the PID and the associated strategies

• Reporting on the plan for (and progress towards) achievement of Key Programme Outcomes will be provided to the Elexon Board, Ofgem and the PSG 

On an ongoing basis as part of the iterative development of the Benefits Realisation Plan & Tracker, in addition to what is already set out in the PID, the MHHS Programme will:
• Include a full review of the milestone acceptance criteria in the strategy review
• Ensure measure of Citizens Advice input included in monitoring (not just attendance at meetings)
• Consider how adaptability might be reflected in future programme outcome development as per the success criterion on enabling innovation
• Consider how to track change over the lifetime of the programme and how this might impact programme outcomes  
• Consider what interim monitoring might be able to be put in place towards post-go live benefits realisation in Control Points

Next steps, to include outstanding CP1 actions
We successfully navigated Control Point 1 (CP1) assessments, obtaining an exemplar rating due to clear mapping of benefits from delivery outputs, programme outcomes and 
success criteria (KPIs) through to those benefits to be realised by industry. Agreed upon next steps were as follows:
• Continue to build upon the baselined Benefits Realisation Tracker, to incorporate products & milestones tying to each of the success measures. This will also include 

consideration of milestone dates upon approval of the Programme replan
• Include success measures in internal Product Descriptions
• Include reference to the Benefits Realisation Plan & Tracker within the PMO Change Documents, once published
• Build outcomes culture – socialise outcomes / KPIs across MHHS team, and integrate these into ways of working
• Confirm acceptance criteria for Level 1 milestones
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• A report tracking the status of each Programme Outcome and Deliverable for relevant milestones at that point in time is 
shared with the SRO at the end of each week

• Each Programme Outcome / Deliverable is rated as being either blue (outcome / deliverable fully realised), green 
(outcome / deliverable on track to be realised), amber (outcome / deliverable realisation off track against roadmap but 
mitigating actions for recovery agreed) or red (outcome / deliverable realisation off track against roadmap, without 
mitigating actions for recovery in place and / or escalation required)

• The PMO reports on the financial position of the LDP to the SRO on a fortnightly basis
• LDP costs are invoiced at 90% on a monthly basis. The remaining 10% is not invoiced until the SRO is satisfied that all 

Programme Outcomes and Deliverables for the relevant milestone have been successfully achieved 
• The Elexon SRO/IM reports monthly on Programme costs to the Elexon Board, which drives financial dashboard 

reporting to PSG

• PPC are in the process of finalising the format of a report which will be produced on a weekly and monthly basis to 
highlight and summarise the key stakeholder interactions the team are engaging in

• A report aggregating the responses from each readiness assessment submission received from industry is produced in 
line with the timelines set out in the MSA – Schedule 2 

• Each report identifies the key themes and insights which enable the LDP to act to improve stakeholder engagement 
and ensure Programme participants are on track in terms of their delivery

LDP Status 
Reporting

Financial 
Reporting

PPC Insights 
Reporting

Readiness 
Assessment 

Reporting
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Deliverables, Outcomes, Capabilities & Benefits – Benefits that drive achievement of the vision

MHHS Vision

To promote an electricity 
system that delivers the 

Government’s and Ofgem’s 
objectives in a cost-effective 

manner, minimising the overall 
cost to current and future 

consumers of moving to a net 
zero carbon electricity system

Incentivising innovation

Incentivise suppliers to manage the actual costs 
of providing energy to their customers more 

efficiently

Better matching of supply and demand 
reduces the cost of managing imbalance 

positions

£49m estimated cumulative cost saving (2026-
2045)

Reduction in cost of managing imbalance 
positions due to improved matching of supply 

and demand

Several suppliers reported related cost savings 
amounting to £4.5m per year

To support Ofgem’s aim to 
enable a future retail market 

that can deliver the 
technological and behavioural 

changes needed to support 
decarbonisation at lowest cost, 
while ensuring that the interests 
of consumers remain protected

Reduced carbon costs driven by a reduction 
in carbon emissions due to higher proportion 

of renewables in generation mix

£100m estimated cumulative carbon cost savings 
for low load shifting scenario and £1,250 for high 

load shifting scenario (2025-2045)

Benefits from including export-related MPANs

Mostly qualitative description 

System-wide welfare benefits from load 
shifting

£1,200m estimated cumulative direct benefits for 
low load shifting scenario and £3,550m for high 

load shifting scenario (2026-2045)

Increased competition

Remove barriers to entry for new market players 
by reducing the overall costs of the settlement 

process

Increased competition

Exposing suppliers to the true cost of supply of 
their customers incentivises them to encourage 

load shifting, allowing for cost savings and a 
competitive advantage by offering new and 

innovative tariffs 

Increased competition

Enable new technologies and business models 
that capitalise on new market incentives, 

facilitating and incentivising load shifting and thus 
cost reduction

Improve 
accuracy and 
frequency of 

cost information 
for suppliers

Ensure future 
energy system 
is affordable for 

consumers

Encourage 
more flexible 
use of energy

Create powerful 
incentives for 
suppliers to 

offer new tariffs 
and products

Support 
transition to net 

zero To
 d
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5.

Strategic Objectives
Source: Ofgem Outline Business Case - Market-wide Half Hourly 

Settlement  

Benefits
Source: Ofgem Final Impact Assessment – Market-wide Half Hourly 

Settlement

To develop settlement 
arrangements that incentivise 

all retailers and suppliers 
(current and future) to 

encourage customer behaviour 
that contributes to a more cost-

effective electricity system

Consumer benefits (consumer surplus) from 
load shifting

£2,100m estimated cumulative direct benefits for 
low load shifting scenario and £5,050m for high 

load shifting scenario (2026-2045)

Incentivising innovation

Incentivise retailers to offer new energy tariff-only 
propositions, new third-party managed energy 

services, new bundled ‘asset and tariff’ offerings 
and more niche offerings that could be targeted at 

local communities

Incentivising innovation

Incentivise consumers to find and switch to the 
right offering for them through digitalisation

Incentivising innovation

Incentivise third parties offering price comparison 
tools to provide a more comprehensive service, 
considering the electrical appliances and other 

assets a consumer owns and tailoring the service 
to the consumer’s requirements 

Fewer settlement errors and lower collateral 
requirements

Promote a more accurate settlement process, 
with better quality data and fewer settlement 

errors

Fewer settlement errors and lower collateral 
requirements

Reduction in supplier exposure and settlement 
collateral requirements, reducing market entry 

barriers

Cost Saving 
Monetised 

Benefit

Non-
Monetised 

Benefit

Benefits enabled by the MHHS Programme are 
generally expected to be realised by industry

The MHHS programme must deliver capabilities and 
outcomes that make those benefits possible
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More efficient qualification process for new 
entrants



Extracts of LDP Weekly Status Reporting
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Extracts of Fortnightly Financial Reporting
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Extracts of Readiness Assessment Reporting
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Extracts of PPC Insights Reporting
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Thank you


